It is known that:
If¨contains only FDs,
is well-designed iff it is in BCNF. If¨contains FDs and MVDs, ¤ ¨© is well-designed iff it is in 4NF.
We would like to apply this measure to 3NF. 
for any Outline Characterizing 3NF using an information-theoretic measure.
Converting relational data into redundancy-free XML documents.
XML dependency preservation and XML Third Normal Form.
Final Remarks.
Hierarchical translation into XML 
DTD:
Functional Dependencies: 
XML Functional Dependencies
Proposed by Arenas & Libkin in PODS'02.
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The FD:
does not hold for the new document.
DBPL 2005 -p.20/28
XML Dependency Preservation
The concept of dependency preservation is more involved for XML. Implication of FDs in presence of DTD.
There are XML specifications ¤q ¨©
, for which there is no dependency-preserving XML representation in XNF.
Complete redundancy elimination cannot be achieved for some XML documents without losing constraints.
We need an equivalent of 3NF for XML. Outline Characterizing 3NF using an information-theoretic measure.
Final Remarks 3NF is good, because it preserves dependencies and eliminates redundancies for non-prime attributes.
But it admits arbitrary redundancy on prime attributes.
We can sometimes achieve redundancy elimination and dependency preservation by converting into XML.
Normalizing XML to achieve redundancy elimination can result in losing FDs.
Future Work Formally defining FD-preservation for XML. Verifying that decomposition based on X3NF definition will preserve FDs.
So far we talked about hierarchical translation of relations into XML.
What if we allow XML elements to represent more than one relational attribute ( a semi-hierarchical translation)? has a redundancy-free semi-hierarchical translation iff it has a redundancy-free hierarchical translation.
